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Rules of     This branch of English law is not remarkable for the clear
and simple manner in which it has been treated either by judges
•      •    -^     *     /»	•   *     •	i	j *     *	•	i
or jurists. At first sight it appears to abound in inconsistent and
irreconcilable statements. In Robinson v. Harman? for instance,
which was an action for breach of contract, Parke B. stated a
proposition that has often been quoted with approval :
*The rule of the common law is, that when a party sustains a loss by
reason of a breach of contract, he is, so far as money can do it, to be
placed in the same situation with respect to damages as if the contract
had been performed.'2
Alderson B. agreed, saying that when a person breaks a con-
tract 'he must pay the whole damage sustained'. Six years later,
in the leading case of Hadley v. BaxendaleJ* Alderson B., in de-
livering the judgment of a court of which Parke B. was again a
member, stated another well-known and frequently quoted rule :
'When two parties have made a contract which one of them has
broken, the damages which the other party ought to receive in respect
of such breach of contract should be such as may fairly and reasonably
be considered either arising naturally, i.e. according to the usual course
of things, from such breach of contract itself, or such as may reasonably
be supposed to have been in the contemplation of both parties at the
time they 'made the contract, as the probable result of the breach of it.'
Superficially these two statements are flatly contradictory.
The first entitles the innocent party to recover the whole
damage sustained, the second forbids him to recover for any
loss that was neither foreseen nor contemplated by both parties
at the time of the contract. It certainly cannot be contended that
the rule as laid down by Parke B. in Robinson v. Harman must
be taken subject to considerable limitations in practice in view
of the rule in Hadley v. Baxendale^ for it is perfectly obvious
that if the two rules were intended to regulate the same matter^ the
second would destroy, not merely limit, the first. In Hadley v.
Baxendale the failure of the defendant to deliver the shaft in
accordance with the contract was the direct cause of the stop-
page of the plaintiff's mill for an excessive length of time, and
if the rule in Robinson v. Harman had been binding the plaintiff
ought to have received compensation for the whole period dur-"
ing which his mill was idle, since otherwise he would not have
been in the same position as if the contract had been performed.
1 (1848), i Ex. 850.
* To the same effect see Williams v. Agms Ltd.> [1914] A,C, 510, 522.
» (1854), 9 Ex. 340,

